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Abstract

Results

• We study the effect of a team contest and whether providing feedback during the contest
matters in a field experiment.
• Dorm room residents were randomly grouped into teams to participate in an electricity
saving contest during summer peak hours. Teams were randomized to receive different
contest/information treatments.
• While the cost of sending messages was only 5% of the total cost of contest prizes, it is
effective. Overall, contest participants reduced electricity usage by 10% during the contest
compared to the control group participants. However, participants receiving no contestrelevant feedback during the contest did not save electricity.
• We find that the inter-ranking information is more effective for "leading" teams, while intraranking information is more effective for "behind" members within their own teams.

• The estimated coefficients of the contest (without ranking information) are all small and
insignificant in columns (1)-(4) in Table 1. We can reject the hypothesis that the contest itself
helped participants to save electricity.
• The estimated coefficients for groups receiving inter ranking or both types of ranking
information tend to be larger and significant, while those receiving intra ranking information
did not behave statistically different from the control group participants.
• Estimated coefficients are larger when the average temperatures are higher and some
efforts are required to suppress the urge to turn on air conditioners.
• The p-values associated with the hypothesis that both-ranking information is irrelevant in
terms of total electricity usage and air conditioner usage are 0.097 and 0.106 for the full
sample, and 0.034 and 0.041 for the restricted sample (hot days).
• Columns (5)-(10) provide estimation results by each room's position at the end of the first
week (before receiving any information). We find that the inter-ranking information is more
effective for "Leading" teams, while intra-ranking information is more effective for "Behind"
rooms within their own teams (p-values of irrelevant information treatment are below 0.1).

Introduction
Organizations often use contests or relative performance measures to encourage efforts from
their agents. In this paper, we consider whether revealing ranking information to players during
a team contest helps to increase total efforts. Revealing ranking information during a contest
can affect participants' effort decisions through at least three channels: (1) revising participants'
prior beliefs on the contest success function (the relationship between a player's efforts and
winning probabilities), (2) as a reminder, and (3) by creating a social comparison effect. We
perform a randomized control trial that assigns different structure about ranking information to
participants in a team contest. The empirical setting is an electricity saving contest in residence
halls at a major university in Taiwan. During the four-week contest, we sent weekly feedback to
each individual team.

Figure 1. Team Construction

Table 1. Effect of Ranking Information on Electricity Usage

Figure 2. Competition Winning Rules

Methods and Materials

Discussion

• Background: The experiment was conducted in the 2017 spring semester at National Taipei
University in Taiwan. We collected data from the university's dormitory electricity usage
database, which includes real-time meter readings for every 15-minute interval of each
individual room throughout the academic year. There are two types of readings: readings
from 110 volt outlets (for regular appliances such as lights, computers, hair dryers, etc.) and
readings from 220 volt outlets (air conditioners only). We were able to recruit 553
respondents from 216 dorm rooms to complete the baseline survey about their dormitory
life.
• Rule of the contest: the top one third of teams that used the least electricity per person
during the competition period (7:00 to 22:00 from May 10 to June 11) would be the winning
teams. The expected amount of payment from winning was NT$150 (US$5) per person.
Control group participants (not in the contest) received a lottery ticket with a prize value of
NT$150.
• Randomized control trial: teams were randomly constructed. Each team consisted of 3
rooms (Figures 1 and 2). We randomly assigned teams to different treatment status: 1
control group that did not participate in the contest and 4 treatment groups with treatment
status varying by their information feedback structure: (1) no contest-relevant information,
(2) inter-ranking information, (3) intra-ranking information, and (4) both-ranking
information. Member identities across rooms were kept anonymous in the contest. At 22:00
every Sunday night during the contest, we sent text messages as well as emails to each of
the 553 study participants (control group and treatment groups).
• Sample messages:
• Contest irrelevant messages: please put away the clothes after you finish the laundry
as a matter of convenience, and also to avoid them getting rained on!
• Inter-ranking info: the power saving of your team was "Leading" among all teams last
week.
• Intra-ranking info: the power saving of your room was "Between" within your team last
week.
• Both-ranking info: the power saving of your team was "Leading" among all teams, and
your room was "Behind" within your team last week.
• Method: a difference-in-differences design under a randomized control trial. Let 𝑦𝑖𝑡 denote
the outcome variable for the decision unit 𝑖 during time 𝑡.

• Why does providing ranking information work? We look at participants' beliefs about their
positions without ranking information from their self-report position in the endline survey.
Tables 2 and 3 provide the relationship between a participant's actual inter-team and intrateam positions and those self-reported from the endline survey.
• It seems that without ranking information, participants tend to believe that their teams are
in the middle across teams, regardless of the actual team positions (Table 2).
• We also find that without ranking information, those who contribute less within the team
(behind within the team) tend to be over-confident about their contribution compared to
their teammates (Table 3).
• We argue that our information treatment corrects these biases in beliefs, causing winning
teams to keep exerting efforts and low-level contributors within the team to catch up.
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Table 2. Beliefs about Inter-team Position and Actual Position

Conclusions
• Participants without information feedback may have wrong beliefs about their positions in a
team contest. Feedback about ranking information is effective in helping participants correct
their beliefs. Intra-ranking information helps heavy users within the team exert more effort.
Inter-ranking information helps leading teams exert more effort.
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Table 3. Beliefs about Intra-team Position and Actual Position
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